TOP TEN REASONS WHY WE ARE THE BEST AFRICAN STUDY ABROAD EXPERIENCE!

The only one on which the same set of Professors have participated during the fifteen years the course has existed.

The only one whose alums stay engaged all through their Drake years and after they leave Drake University.

The only one that gets Drake students in direct and continuous engagement with their peers at a local university both while in Uganda and after they return to the USA.

The only one on which you will experience a genuine African Safari.

The only one that supports you in developing your own service learning or research experience, and assists you in executing it Uganda for as long as you want.

The only one that deliberately leaves a positive stamp on the local communities that the course engage with every year.

The only course that has collaborated with a local partner university in Uganda since its inception.

The only one in which students engage in local cooking practices, participate in local traditional music dance dress and drama, and receive a local name.

The only one in which students can select an opportunity to job shadow in a role that mimics their desired profession.